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The analysis of English language pop songs provides strong motivation for EFL students to develop their
language skills. Though most classroom use of songs focuses on the lyrics, song analysis should also
focus on the music and the specific ways it informs the lyrics. Specific points for song analysis are
presented, with particular attention to their exemplification in the song "Heartbreak Hotel."

INTRODUCTION
Songs have long been a welcome part of the EFL classroom. They are a break from the
ordinary routines of instruction which teachers enjoy as much as students. They frequently
serve "as activities to prOVide light relief for learners (and for teachers) at the end of a long
and tiring week" (Griffee, 1992, p. ix). Indeed, many students attend more closely to the
words of songs than to any other aspect of their instruction, hence the development of lessons
for using songs as class materials.
While in Japan, I taught for two years a course on English pop song analysis. The
purpose of the course was language enhancement, that is, we used the process of analyzing a
song's lyrics and music as a forum for students to develop their English. The main advantage
in using pop (or "rock") songs as a vehicle for teaching is that the students already have
interest in the genre. Using a popular medium as the subject matter, students are given the
opportunity to develop their language skills in a communicative situation. Analysis of pop
songs among EFL students takes the focus off grammar and vocabulary per se, while forcing
students to use English to understand and express their ideas. In Japan in particular, a
considerable number of students still listen avidly to pop songs from the 1960's. Consequently,
while analysis of meters and metaphors might not strike students as intrinsically worth
studying, their interest in pop music motivates, or at least sustains, them through somewhat
technical discussions. Glen Glass, a professor at Indiana University who has taught courses
on pop songs for more than ten years, argues that "since they will listen to rock & roll in any
case, why not help them to listen more creatively and with greater insight into the music's
history, techniques, and cultural role?" (Glass, 1992, p. 95).
Along these lines, Dougill (1989) has produced a classroom text called Rock Classics,
which includes song lyrics along with fanzine-type jacket filler for songs ranging from Elvis
Presley's "Heartbreak Hotel" to U2's "Bloody Sunday." He uses the songs as prompts for
discussion; for example, he might begin a class by asking, "How can a person get money for
nothing?" After students suggest a number of possibilities, he will introduce the song of that
name and point out the songwriter's rather ironic view that getting paid for singing rock
songs is essentially "money for nothing." Another classroom text, Say It In Song (1992), is
directed more specifically toward language development. It contains very brief biographies
of the performers and includes exercises to quiz students on the reading. It goes on to prOVide
cloze exercises for listening and comprehension, conduding with sample dialogues for
conversation practice based on the ideas (such as "traveling") expressed in the songs.

